
 

ROSALIA'S PLEA FOR AN EDUCATION SPONSOR 

Name: Rosalia Wangui Muiruri  

Age: 14 years  

Level of education: In need to joined high school  

In the heart of Dagoretti, a resilient spirit named Rosalia is navigating through life's 

challenges with determination and a hunger for knowledge. Rosalia's journey has been marked by 

adversity, stemming from her family's harsh confrontation with the consequences of her father's 

struggle with alcoholism. In an environment rife with violence and instability, Rosalia found 

herself at risk of becoming a victim of circumstances. 

Compelled by the harsh reality they faced, Rosalia and her family made the difficult decision to 

seek refuge with their grandmother. The refuge provided solace from the storms of their past, but 

it came with its own set of challenges. Her father's neglect of family responsibilities, exacerbated 

by his battle with alcoholism, left the family in dire straits. In the absence of a stable income, life 

became an uphill climb. 

Rosalia, however, emerged from the shadows of adversity with an unwavering dedication to 

education. Despite the hardships, she is determined to carve a brighter future for herself. As she 

embarks on her high school journey in Year One, we have a golden opportunity to make a lasting 

impact on her life. 

Rosalia's dream is simple yet profound - a future where education becomes her stepping stone and 

inspiration. To turn this dream into reality, we are reaching out to you, seeking your support. A 

sum of $600 will cover her tuition and associated expenses for the next four crucial years of 

secondary school. 

To contribute and be part of Rosalia's journey, please visit our global giving link: 

https://globalgiving.org/projects/help-a-child-get-back-to-school. Your generous donation will 

not only ease the financial burden on Rosalia's family but also empower a dedicated student to 

thrive academically. 

Your support will not only bridge educational gaps in the community but will also help Rosalia 

achieve her dreams. Education possesses the transformative power to break the chains of adversity, 

and by supporting Rosalia, you become a key player in changing her destiny. 

Thank you for considering and supporting Rosalia's educational aspirations. Your generosity will 

be the beacon of hope that illuminates her path to a brighter future. Together, we can make a 

difference. 
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